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Adaptive Food Webs is a synthesis of talks from the fourth decadal conference on food webs, after the
publishing of the seminal book by Robert May entitled Stability and Complexity in Model ...
(PDF) Adaptive Food Webs: Stability and Transitions of
Presenting new approaches to studying food webs, this book uses practical management and policy
examples to demonstrate the theory behind ecosystem management decisions and the broader issue of
sustainability. All the information that readers need to use food web analyses as a tool for understanding and
quantifying transition processes is provided.
Adaptive Food Webs edited by John C. Moore - Cambridge Core
Peter A. Abrams, "Adaptive Food Webs: Stability and Transitions of Real and Model Ecosystems edited by
John C. Moore, Peter C. de Ruiter, Kevin S. McCann, and Volkmar Wolters," The Quarterly Review of
Biology 93, no. 4 (December 2018): 371.
Adaptive Food Webs: Stability and Transitions of Real and
stability, we investigate dynamic random and niche model food webs to evaluate the proportion of persistent
species. We show that stronger body-size structures and faster adaptation stabilise these food webs.
Interactive effects of bodysize structure and adaptive
Body-size structure of food webs and adaptive foraging of consumers are two of the dominant concepts of
our understanding how natural ecosystems maintain their stability and diversity. The interplay of these two
processes, however, is a critically important yet unresolved issue.
Interactive effects of body-size structure and adaptive
Beginning with the current state of thinking about community organisation, complexity and stability, Adaptive
Food Webs moves on to focus on the traits of organisms, the adaptive nature of communities and their
impacts on ecosystem function.
Adaptive Food Webs: Stability and Transitions of Real and
Advancing the idea of food webs as complex adaptive systems, readers are challenged to rethink how
changes in environmental conditions affect these systems. Beginning with the current state of thinking about
community organisation, complexity and stability, the book moves on to focus on the traits of organisms, the
adaptive nature of communities and their impacts on ecosystem function.
Adaptive food webs : stability and transitions of real and
I propose that â€œflexibilityâ€• in food-web structure, arising from the consumers' adaptive behavioral (12,
13) or evolutionary (14,15) switches in food choice in response to qualitative and quantitative resource
changes, stabilizes complex food webs.
Foraging Adaptation and the Relationship Between Food-Web
The chain lengths in adaptive food webs were, in general, shorter than those in the non-adaptive or static
food webs (figure 1). Furthermore, the presence of adaptation altered the effect of resource availability ( R )
on chain length.
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Food-chain length and adaptive foraging
The adaptive food-web hypothesis suggests that an adaptive foraging switch inverses the classically negative
complexity-stability relationships of food webs into positive ones, providing a ...
Does foraging adaptation create the positive complexity
Presenting new approaches to studying food webs, this book uses practical management and policy
examples to demonstrate the theory behind ecosystem management decisions and the broader issue of ...
Kate Greasley & Christopher Kaczor: Food Webs (PDF
Bodyâ€•size structure of food webs and adaptive foraging of consumers are two of the dominant concepts of
our understanding how natural ecosystems maintain their stability and diversity. The interplay of these two
processes, however, is a critically important yet unresolved issue.
Interactive effects of bodyâ€•size structure and adaptive
selection on trophic links, arising from a consumerâ€™s adaptive food choice, is a key to the long-term
stability of complex communities. Without adaptive foragers,
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Adaptive Food Webs Stability and Transitions of Real and Model Ecosystems. EPUB-ebook in english (with
Adobe DRM) Presenting new approaches to studying food webs, this book uses practical management and
policy examples to demonstrate the theory behind ecosystem management decisions and the broader issue
of ...
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